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Abstract—Complete face recovering (CFR) is to recover the face image
of a given partial face image of a target person whose photo may not be
included in the gallery set. CFR has several attractive potential applications
in surveillance, personal identification in forensics, to name a few, but it is
challenging because of little information revealed from a single partial face
image. Furthermore, the facial identity may get lost when recovering the
complete face image. As far as we know, CFR problem has yet to be ex-
plored in the literature. This paper therefore proposes an identity-preserved
CFR approach (IP-CFR) to tackle this problem. Accordingly, a denoising
auto-encoder based network is applied. We propose an identity-preserved
loss function to constrain the features in latent space of decoder, whereby
maintaining the personal identity information. Then, to better restore the
complete face image, the acquired features are further fed into a decoder
with an adversarial structure that takes a new variant of discriminator. That
is, we borrow the idea from energy based GAN that utilize an auto-encoder
structure discriminator. It can produce very different gradient directions
within the minibatch and therefore can make the model be trained stably.
Further, we propose a novel dual-pipeline structure in the discriminator,
which is leveraged to enhance the quality of the recovered image. Experi-
mental results on the benchmark datasets show the superiority of IP-CFR.

Index Terms—Complete face recovering, Face recognition, Identity
preservation, Generative adversarial network.

I. INTRODUCTION

In real-world human face identification applications, query face
images are generally collected in a less constrained or unconstrained
environment. Let us consider the following scenario: In a crowded area
such as supermarket and railway station, a target person can easily hide
in the crowd, and his/her photos captured by surveillance cameras are
probably partial. Further, the photos of a target person do not exist
in the gallery set. Under the circumstances, towards recognizing a
person based on a single partial face image, a key but challenging
problem we have to tackle is how to perform an identity-preserved face
recovering of this partial face image. We call this problem Complete
Face Recovering (CFR), which not only recovers visually realistic and
semantically plausible content for the missing part, but also preserves
the personal identity information. To the best of our knowledge, the
CFR has yet to be explored thus far.

In the literature, image inpainting (also called image completion) [1],
[2] and super resolution (SR) [3] are two kinds of technologies that are
related to CFR. They both aim at enhancing the visual effect of the
input image, which are, however, quite different from the CFR. Image
inpainting/completion methods usually fill in the missing parts inside
the image. SR methods reconstruct a higher-resolution image from the
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observed low-resolution images. These two technologies synthesize
the missing details based on the complete structure information of the
input corrupted image. Nevertheless, they fail to infer the global image
structure of the partial query photo whose overall image structure is
destroyed. Under the circumstances, they cannot restore the complete
photo well. Recently, partial face recognition methods [4] have received
considerable attention and achieved remarkable performance. However,
these methods need photos of a target person to be included in the
gallery set. Otherwise, they cannot acquire the complete face image by
retrieving one from the gallery set, and thus resulting in an incorrect
solution.

In this paper, we therefore focus on studying the CFR problem
without the target photo included in the gallery. We use a denoising
auto-encoder [5] based network for recovering the complete face image.
Different from the previous works, we additionally minimize the iden-
tity difference between the partial face and its corresponding complete
face to obtain the robust identity information. To this end, we define
an identity-preserved loss in latent space to seek the manifold of the
partial face image. To recover the complete face image, we propose a
new variant of generative adversarial network (GAN). Specifically, in
order to make the model trained stably, inspired by [6], we use the auto-
encoder structure discriminator which can produce different gradient
directions within a minibatch. Further, we propose a novel dual-pipeline
structure in the discriminator to enhance the global structure and local
consistency of the recovered results. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized below:
� This is the first attempt to address a new challenging and practical

CFR problem;
� We introduce an identity-preserved loss function to constrain the

features in manifold space, which is a simple but effective strategy
to obtain the essential discriminative features of the face image;

� We improve the discriminator by using the auto-encoder structure
and introducing a dual-pipeline to boost the recovery result.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)

GAN [7] is a kind of generative model that has led to significant
progress in image/video inpainting [8], machine translation [9] and
haze removal [10], to name a few. A widely accepted cognitive ap-
proach is to treat GAN as a probability-based model (PBM) such
as Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [11] and Wasserstein GAN
(WGAN) [12]. That is, the discriminator calculates the conditional
probability p(y|x) that the sample x belongs to the category y and the
generator estimates the joint probability p(x, y). PBM has at least two
unsolved problems, i.e. the training difficulty and model collapse. Sub-
sequently, researchers have tried to study GAN along another cognitive
perspective, i.e. energy-based model (EBM), which utilizes an energy
function to replace probability calculation. Zhao et al. [6] had first
attempted to propose an energy-based GAN (EBGAN), which gives a
clear physical explanation for GAN, Wasserstein distance, and gradient
penalty. Following this work, a number of EBM variants, e.g. Margin
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed IP-CFR approach.

Adaptation for GAN (MAGAN) [13] and Boundary Equilibrium GAN
(BEGAN) [14], have been proposed. Compared with the PBMs, the
merits of these EBMs are three-fold: stable convergence, easy for
training, and robust against hyper-parameters. In this paper, we will
therefore develop our CFR approach based on EBM.

B. Image Inpainting and Super Resolution

Image inpainting aims to automatically fill in a missing region inside
an image, and super resolution (SR) aims at recovering a high-resolution
image from a given low-resolution one. The goal of these two tech-
nologies is to increase the visual effect of the give incorrupt images.
Thanks to the revolution of deep generative networks, a number of
image inpainting [2], [15]–[18] and SR works [19]–[21] have been
proposed with success in their application domains. For example, Yu et
al. [15] proposed contextual attention which combines a coarse network
with a contextual attention model-based fine work to reconstruct the
global image as well as fine-tune the detailed texture. This method
can fill in the missing regions of arbitrary shapes. Zhang et al. [21]
proposed Re-CPGAN stacking multiple external copy and paste units,
which can produce photo-realistic image as given a very low resolution
input. The aforementioned methods generate local image details based
on the overall sematic information. However, they do not perform well
when dealing with the partial input that lacks global context structure.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Given a query photo xpi of a target person i, where xpi is a partial
face image, the aim of CFR is to recover a complete face, i.e. x̂ci , so
that it is close to the complete ground-truth photo, i.e. xci , as much as
possible with the preservation of personal identity. Subsequently, it is
expected that this restored query photo x̂ci can be used to recognize
the target person i correctly.

A. Basic Notations

Suppose we have N subjects. Subject i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) has
Mi (Mi ≥ 1) images for training. Let Xg = {xg1 , xg2 , . . ., xgN } be
the control image set that the images are clean and frontal. Xg is
used to control the identity. The partial face image set are denoted
as Xp = {Xp1 ,Xp2 , . . .,XpN }, where Xpi = {x1

pi
, x2

pi
, . . ., xMi

pi
}.

The corresponding complete face image set is denoted as Xc =
{Xc1 ,Xc2 , . . .,XcN }, where Xci = {x1

ci
, x2

ci
, . . ., xMi

ci
}.

B. Network Architecture

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed IP-CFR approach first utilizes
an identity-preserved encoder to seek the features of the query images.

Then, an adversarial structure with the obtained features as condition
is utilized. The discriminator exploits dual pipelines. Their details are
as follows.

1) Identity-Preserved Encoder: Inspired by the previous work
of [5], where the partial face image is treated as some kind of noising
input, we design a mapping function, i.e. Yp = fθf (Xp), and treat it as
an essential representation of Xp residing in the manifold. Moreover, it
has been shown that both complete and partial face images of one person
can be mapped into the same low-dimensional manifold [22]. That is,
a partial face image sample xpi and the corresponding control image
xgi should be mapped into the same manifold through the mapping
function fθf , where θf is the parameter of this mapping function. For
each partial face image xpi ∈ Xp, the low-dimensional representation
ypi is obtained by ypi = fθf (xpi). The parameter θf can be obtained
by:

θf = argmin
θf

Lip(ypi , ygi), (1)

where Lip is the identity-preserved loss. The details of Lip will be
described in following section. The de-noising encoder is utilized to
seek out the mapping function fθf (·).

2) Adversarial Structure: The obtained ypi is utilized as the
condition to decode the complete face image x̂ci by:

x̂ci = gθg (z|ypi) , (2)

where z ∼ N(0, 1), θg is the parameter of the decoder. Subsequently,
the proposed model can be trained using the training set that contains
Mi pairs of images xpi ∈ Xp and xci ∈ Xc for person i. The objective
function is given by:

θg = argmin
θg

1

N

N∑
i=1

1

Mi

M∑
j=1

Lpw

(
x̂j
ci
, xj

ci

)
, (3)

where Lpw is the pixel-wise reconstruction residual loss that will be
described in the following section.

The CFR is an under-determined problem. We therefore modify
the decoder by proposing a new recovery network architecture in
virtue of EBM to recover the face images from the manifold in the
low-dimensional space. The generator is to map a known distribution
(e.g., Uniform distribution or Gaussian distribution) to the data distri-
bution. Finding a proper distance measurement between distributions
is difficult. Therefore, a parameterized network called discriminator
is utilized to directly learn a measurement of the similarity between
distributions. This distance should be constrained to avoid divergence.
The regular discriminator in GAN [11] uses sigmoid function to limit
the distance to the interval [0,1]. However, the gradients provided by the
logistic loss in regular discriminator of different samples in a minibatch
are not orthogonal, which leads to inefficient training. In order to solve
this drawback, we improve the discriminator by using the auto-encoder
structure based discriminator DθD in [6]. It uses a reconstruction error
Lrec as the measurement of the distribution similarity:

Lrec(x) = ‖x−DθD (x)‖22 + βθ‖θD‖22, (4)

where DθD : RW×H×C �→ RW×H×C , is the discriminator with auto-
encoder structure and is parameterized by θD , x ∈ RW×H×C is a
sample from the image space. βθ is the hyper-parameter. This Lrec

can produce different gradient directions within a minibatch.
Traditionally, auto-encoder has been used to represent energy-based

model. Therefore, Lrec is an energy-based measurement naturally. For
real data, we assign low-level energy through DθD . In contrast, fake
data is allocated high-level energy. The generator tries to recover low-
energy images, which are close to the real data. Therefore, the loss
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function of the discriminator and the generator are formulated by:{
LD = Lrec (xc)− kt · Lrec (GθG (z, xp)) for θD
LG = Lrec (GθG (z, xp)) for θG

(5)

where kt is a parameter that varies with the training step t, and used
to balance diversity and reality of recovered images. We introduce the
diversity ratio γ proposed in [14] to calculate kt:

kt+1 = kt + λk (γ · Lrec (xc)− Lrec (GθG (z, xp))) for step t (6)

where λk is the learning rate for kt and is set at 0.001 in our experiment.
The initial value of kt is k0 = 0. γ is defined as:

γ =
Exp∼Xp (Lrec (GθG (z, xp)))

Exc∼Xc (Lrec (xc))
, (7)

where GθG(z, x) = gθg (z|fθg (x)), is the aforementioned encoder-
decoder based identity-preserved generator, θG = {θg, θf}. γ controls
the balance between diversity and quality of generated samples through
controlling the balance betweenGθG andDθD . It takes the value within
the range of [0,1]. When γ is lower, GθG pays more attention to the
reality of the decoded images, thus leading to the lower diversity of the
generated images.

3) Dual-Pipeline Discriminator: Besides using the energy
based measurement of the discriminator, we also improve the dis-
criminator structure by using a dual-pipeline that contains a global
and a local pathway. The global pathway takes the entire image as
input to discern the overall consistency of the face image, while the
local pathway observes on one-quarter of the complete face image
to determine the local consistency and details. The discriminator also
exploits an encoder-decoder structure that reconstructs the input. The
global pathway takes the entire image which has been resized to
128× 128× 3 pixels as input. It comprises a down-sampling encoder
and an up-sampling decoder. The local pathway uses a similar structure
with the global pathway except that the input is 64× 64× 3-pixel
patch. As the recovered region is large, we divide the entire image I
into four equally sized patches {p1, p2, p3, p4} and then input them into
the local pathway. Each patch usually contains the recovered region.
Outputs of the two pathways are subsequently synthesized together
by a successive convolution layer to obtain the final reconstructed
image. The skip-connections are introduced to relieve the network
architecture and fuse multi-scale features. Finally, the distribution of the
reconstruction error can be acquired to distinguish the recovered image
from the real image. A sketch of the discriminator is shown in Fig. 1
(b). Compared with the generator, the structure of the discriminator is
more simple so that it does not introduce too much computation cost
during the training stage.

C. Selection of Loss Function

The loss function is essential for training the proposed network. We
formulate the loss function as a weighted sum of three individual loss
functions below to train the CFR network.

1) Identity-Preserved Loss: The identity-preserve loss function
Lip is formulated as:

Lip (xpi , xgi) = Expi
∼Xpi

∥∥fθf (xpi)− fθf (xgi)
∥∥2

2
, (8)

Since the query image, which is a partial face, and the control image
represent the same identity, they should be mapped into the same
manifold in low-dimensional space. fθf is the de-noising encoder in
Section III-B. fθf (xpi) and fθf (xgi) correspond to the outputs of the
hidden layer, which can be regarded as the features of the same person
with the different fields of view. Therefore, it is desirable to make them
close as much as possible. This constraint helps to enforce the encoder

robust against the variances, and find the essential features of the query
image.

2) Reconstruction Residual Loss: The pixel-wise reconstruc-
tion residual loss Lpw (We use an abbreviated notation: Lpw =
Lpw(xpi , xci)) is expressed as:

Lpw =
1

W ×H

W∑
w=1

H∑
h=1

∥∥∥GθG (z, xpi)(w,h) − xci,(w,h)

∥∥∥2

2
, (9)

whereW andH denote the width and height of the image, respectively.
This reconstruction residual loss function measures the global similarity
between the recovered image and the original complete image. Since
the recovered face image should be similar to the original complete face
image in terms of pixel intensities, we employ the L2 norm to enforce
this similarity. It means that the missing areas of the query image should
be repaired after passing through the generator.

3) Adversarial Loss: Since there could be several possible map-
pings between partial and complete face images, the CFR inherently
belongs to an under-determined problem. Conducting the identity fea-
tures and the pixel intensities similarities may not guarantee that the
decoder can output realistic and reliable recovered face images. Thus,
the generative part LG mentioned in Eq.(5) is also introduced to the
loss function, which serves as a supervision to motivate the network
to generate natural and reliable images by minimizing the distribution
distance learned by discriminator.

4) Overall Loss Function: The overall loss function is a weighted
sum of the foregoing losses and is expressed as:

LT = βipLip + βpwLpw + βGLG. (10)

D. Algorithm

The proposed approach consists of the training and testing phases,
respectively.

1) Training Phase: The training set contains Mi different images
for a person i. The input xj

pi
(j = 1, 2, . . .,Mi) is a random patch

cropped from the complete image xj
ci

. The control image xgi is a clean
and frontal image selected to control the identity.

The standard forward-backward optimization paradigm is utilized to
train the network. In the forward direction, the IP-CFR network takes
xp as input and outputs x̂c. In the backward direction, the networks
parameters are updated based on Eq.(5) and (10) over the recovered
image. Specifically, the Adam optimization algorithm [23] is utilized
to update the parameters θG and θD . The details of the training phase
are summarized in Algorithm 1.

2) Testing Phase: There is no intersection of the objects between
the training set and the testing set. When the network has been trained
completely, the discriminator can be discarded. We use the generator
to recover the complete face image with a partial face image as input.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments are conducted to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed approach recovering the missing contents on face images,
in comparison with the existing state-of-the-art methods. More results
can be found in the Web link.1

A. Datasets and Experimental Setting

Two benchmark datasets, i.e. CelebFaces Attributes (CelebA)
dataset [24] and Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset [25], are

1https://github.com/Conexpres/experimental_results
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Algorithm 1: Identity-Preserved Complete Face Recovering.

1: Input: Partial face image set Xp,
corresponding complete face image set Xc,
control image set Xg ,
learning rate α.

2: Output: Recovered complete face images.
3: i← 0
4: while not converged do
5: for k steps do
6: Compute gθGi,k

-gradient based on Eq. (10):

gθGi,k
← ∇θGLT

7: Perform Adam-updates for θG: θG ← θG + α · gθGi,k

8: end for
9: Compute gθDi

-gradient based on Eq.(5): gθDi
← ∇θGLD

10: Perform Adam-updates for θD: θD ← θD + α · gθDi

11: i = i+ 1
12: end while

used in the experiments. All the images are cropped out the face part
and then re-scaled into the size of128× 128× 3pixels. The partial face
image xpi is randomly cropped from xci with the size of 64× 64× 3
to simulate the image occlusion.

The hyper-parameters are empirically set to: βθ = 3× 10−4, βip =
1, βpw = 1 and βG = 5× 10−2.

B. Comparison Methods

In experiments, we compare our IP-CFR with two groups of meth-
ods:

Partial face recognition methods. To prove the identity-preserved
effect of our IP-CFR, we empirically compared our approach with two
state-of-the-art partial face recognition methods: a low-rank regression
algorithm GD-HASLR [26] and a learning based method DFM [4].
Moreover, InsightFace [27], as a representative of CNN-based algo-
rithms, is compared as well.

Image restoration methods. We also compare with the most related
works, including an image inpainting method, namely Contextual At-
tention (CA) [15], and a super resolution method, namely Recursive
Copy and Paste Generative Adversarial Network (Re-CPGAN) [21], to
demonstrate the effect of complete face recovery. The models are both
retained with the partial face images as input.

C. Performance Evaluation

The recovered results are utilized as the qualitative index. The peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) are used
as quantitative indicator. Recognition accuracy is also used to help
evaluate the identity-preserved performance. The recognition accuracy
of the recovered images is calculated by firstly extracting deep features
with insightFace and then using a cosine-distance metric to calculate
the rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 recognition accuracy.

The qualitative and quantitative performance of the proposed algo-
rithm is evaluated in the following two aspects:

1) The effectiveness: We randomly select 90% of the persons to
train our model and the rest of the objects are utilized for testing. 702
subjects who contain no less than 6 images are selected to calculate the
recognition accuracy. Among these images, we stochastically select
6 images for each identity. For each person, we randomly select one
image as the gallery sample and the remaining 5 images are used as
query samples.

Fig. 2. Qualitative comparisons: The images in left part are from CelebA and
in right part are from LFW.

TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION IN TERMS OF PSNR AND SSIM

2) The transferability: We use CelebA dataset for training and LFW
for testing. To calculate the recognition accuracy, we choose 311 iden-
tities that have no less than 6 images of each. Similarly, we randomly
select one image as the gallery sample of each person and the rest are
set as query samples.

1) Qualitative Evaluation: Fig. 2 presents the examples of CFR
results on CelebA dataset and LFW dataset. We can observe that
CA cannot preserve the identity information well, even though it can
generate visually meaningful pixels. In general, CA mainly utilizes
the partial image information to infer the facial components distribu-
tion without considering personal identity preserving. Therefore, the
inpainting method is inferior to our proposed method. Re-CPGAN
needs the guidance of an external CPnet, which affects the prediction
of missing parts. There is unpleasant texture recovered by Re-CPGAN.
By contrast, our method uses an identity-preserved encoder to find the
manifolds of the face images and then get the complete face images
by an adversarial structure. The global information is acquired by the
encoder and the complete face image is recovered by the generator.

2) Quantitative Evaluation: We compare the PSNR and SSIM
of contextual attention and the proposed IP-CFR. These two metrics are
used to quantify the similarity between the recovered complete images
and the ground truth images. The results are summarized in Table I. We
can find that our IP-CFR obtain higher PSNR and SSIM values, which
verifies the better performance of IP-CFR.

Noted that PSNR and SSIM favor the images which are exactly
the same as the ground truth. Our model aims at generating
identity-preserved complete face images rather than the same
pixels in the original images. Therefore, we also use the recognition
accuracy as an evaluation indicator.

Table III shows the recognition accuracy of the state-of-the-art
methods and IP-CFR. The rank-10 recognition accuracy of GD-HASLR
and DFM are not competent due to the large occlusion rate of the
face images. We also implemented the experiment which adopts the
original complete face images as query samples by insightFace and
get the Rank-10 results of 90.63% on CelebA and 99.69% on LFW,
respectively. By contrast, the recognition accuracy of our proposed
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TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION IN TERMS OF PSNR AND SSIM FOR DIFFERENT

COMPONENTS OF IP-CFR

TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION IN TERMS OF RECOGNITION ACCURACY

Fig. 3. The effectiveness of different components in the loss function.

Fig. 4. Comparison of different discriminator structures.

approach (80.19% on CelebA and 90.48% on LFW) is close to using
the original complete face images as query samples.

D. Ablation Experiment

To verify the effectiveness of different components of IP-CFR, we
conduct ablation experiment using CelebA dataset. Table II, Fig. 3 and
4 show the results.

1) Loss Function: To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
loss function, we use different loss functions to train the model. Fig. 3
shows the results obtained by training with different losses. We can

Fig. 5. Examples of failed results.

observe that the recovered image is an unclear average face withoutLip

and adversarial loss LG. The face edge and details are blurry without
LG. The detail is more clear but some images cannot be recovered
without Lip, and some recovered parts are average face.

2) Discriminator Structure: Fig. 4 shows the results obtained
by different discriminators. Using the improved discriminator with
single pipeline discriminator (single-pipeline D) can benefit learning
sharper edges and more detailed textures compared with the regular
discriminator. However, there is unpleasant texture in the recovered
part.

E. Discussion

Even though our approach can handle various partial face images,
it has some limitations. The input with too sparse useful information
cannot be repaired due to the difficulty of finding the feature expression
of the low-dimensional manifold. The failed examples would mainly be
caused by either containing less recognizable information or the images
in low resolution. We plan to investigate a better identity-preserved
network to seek more discriminative features to address this issue in
our future work. Fig. 5 shows several examples of failed recovered
results.

The other limitation is that the recovered results lose some subtle
image details. From Fig. 2, we can observe that the recovered parts
are somewhat blurred, which may diminish visual quality. Limited
available information and high uncertainty cause this kind of visual
blur. In our future work, more prior information, e.g., the location of
the facial features, will be considered to enhance image clarity.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed the IP-CFR network to deal with the
new and challenging CFR problem. In our model, an identity-preserved
encoder is exploited to seek the features of the query images. Then, an
adversarial structure is utilized to recover the complete face image. The
discriminator of the adversarial structure adopts an auto-encoder struc-
ture combined with a dual-pipeline, which can discriminate features
globally and locally to enhance the recovered results. The proposed
framework is capable of recovering the complete face image as well
as preserving the identity of the query sample that is a partial face
image. Experiments have shown the promising results of the proposed
approach on the benchmark face datasets.
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